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SAC, NEW YORK (105-59687) [§] (W)

MAY 19 1964

SA ROBERT T. GORBY

[LUZIA CONSTANTIN] [§] [W]

15 - RU

On 5/7/64, [NY 9011-3] who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised SA ROBERT T. GORBY the following information:

Informant stated that subject still resides at her same residence address in Brooklyn and after a three month absence from the NYC Rumanian colony, she has recently become very active in a dance group which practices in the Rumanian Orthodox Church Hall on every Saturday from 5:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Informant stated that rumors are presently circulating that subject has a Negro doctor boyfriend who is very wealthy and who is married. This doctor reportedly drives her all over town and showers her with expensive gifts. According to the subject, she stated she has a very rich doctor friend, but he is not married, he is not a Negro and she does not wish to marry him. Informant stated that subject has not worked for three months.

Informant advised that Dr. DAN CANTACUZINO, age about 34, son of NARCOSA CANTACUZINO and STEFANIA née COLESCU, arrived in the US from Rumania about two years ago. His father was a former Rumanian aviator who died in an aviation accident and he comes from a famous elite.
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